
Introduction
My cartography training took place at Oxford Polytechnic

(now Oxford Brookes University). This was in the early

1970s on the Diploma in Cartography, led by Roger

Anson, and ably assisted by Mike Childs. I had always

wanted to be a surveyor, but had a severe hiccup in that

career path when my studying got sidetracked – life got in

the way. I am now reminded of what a mistake that might

have been, as surveying can really take you places. Were

you aware that three American presidents had early careers

in surveying? Maybe I could have been as powerful as

these three, who are immortalized, along with Roosevelt in

the carved cliff at Mount Rushmore.1 Cartography training

gave me a second chance, which I grabbed with both

hands. Although the course at Oxford was moving towards

a more academic position (subsequently becoming a

degree course), at the time it was superb practical training,

and led me on to a life’s path which I have followed, and

enjoyed, ever since.

Early Days
The Oxford syllabus went through all the obvious (and

important, looking back) historical material, such as early

cartography, e.g. T-in-O maps. One of the possible career

possibilities was to become an atlas or map editor,

although a surprisingly few graduated into that field. I do

remember the important point being made that atlases

allowed for commentary in text form, although many of

the early atlases were still just collections of maps. The

earliest atlases were not called by that name at the time of

their publication, as the term was introduced in 1595 by

Mercator. However, some would argue that the Theatrum
Orbis Terrarum from Ortelius was the first atlas, in

concept, in 1570. (That is enough history; I have forgotten

more than I ever knew.)

The topics that did stick though were the practical

tenets. Scale bars, north points, grids, orientation, legends,

symbology, and, most of all, purpose, are all aspects of

cartography that I have considered, often subconsciously,

during the process of making every map that I have made

in my career – or certainly should have. Having survived

my six-week placement at the Automobile Association I

was ready to move into the world of work. I say ‘survived’

because, as a placement student, I was never allowed to do

actually produce anything that would go into the wild at

the AA, so felt constrained. I also had the strange

experience of lodging with a family in a village outside

Basingstoke who insisted in bringing up their only

daughter as a boy – clothing, toys, attitude, the whole lot. I

do occasionally wonder how that life turned out.

My legacy from the Oxford training was a sound

cartography background, masses of enthusiasm for the

subject, a need for glasses, and black lines down my

fingers (from warm-starting my dried up Rotring pens). It

looked at the time as if it was a binary choice – the oil

industry, which was blossoming and taking large numbers

of cartographers at higher-than-average wage levels, or

academia, with universities expanding their technical

support by taking on cartographers at that time.

I delayed that decision by working for a short while

for Lovell Johns, who at the time were based in very

cramped premises in central Oxford. The fact that the

tutors of the cartography course were variously involved in

the firm at the time had absolutely nothing to do with me

getting that gig. In fact, several ex-Oxford students did get

full-time jobs there, and moved the company along into a

new era in due course.2 I got to so some interesting work

there. The best of it was probably working on the Atlas of
Historic Towns, which was edited by company boss

Colonel W.H. Johns (I had no idea who Lovell was). They

went on to produce some really good cartography, but I

can claim no part of that as I soon moved to The Soil
Survey of England and Wales, which was based at the

Rothamsted Experimental Station in Harpenden. Anyone

who knows their social geography will know that

Harpenden has one of the highest proportions of high-

earning inhabitants in the country. Imagine me, then, in

probably one of the slummiest flats in town. Not only that,

but the work was not exactly inspiring, being pretty much

the same from day to day. Here a soil boundary, there a soil

profile, ad nauseum. Actually that is not fair; I got some

sound scribing practice at that job.
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A Career
So, having briefly tried the ‘dark side’ of commercial

cartography, then the quango style, an opening occurring

at Middlesex Polytechnic Geography Department tempted

me to the light side – academia. This was more like it.

Working for the academic staff on whatever they were

doing in teaching and research. Plenty of opportunities for

compilation skills – remember them? There was also a

certain freedom of expression, although often in a purely

monochrome vein. Thus in itself it was a good discipline,

forcing you to think about tones, contrast, and foreground-

background more than you might if just throwing a few

colours at the problem. Well, four at least.3

Joining Middlesex in March 1974, I obviously got

my feet under the drawing table pretty quickly, because

when looking back I see that I attended my first Society of

University Cartographers Summer School in Swansea that

year. I have no recollection of how I found out about the

SUC, which was already ten years old, but I do remember

thinking how the delegates were all so serious about their

cartography in the conference sessions, yet so relaxed and

friendly in ‘network time’.

At this time, Middlesex University was expanding its

undergraduate provision and also its supporting

infrastructure. I later found out that a member of the

geography academic staff was given a blank cheque to go

to Stanfords map shop and ‘buy us a map library’. The

existence in the University’s map library of a range of

obscure historical maps and topographic sheets from less-

frequented African countries may be explained by this fact,

and a supposition: he was a historical geographer, and I

suspect that Stanfords saw this as a great opportunity to

offload some of their old and unsellable stock.

Attending the Society of University Cartographers

Summer School each year in September enabled me to

keep in touch with developments in cartography, and to see

if others’ jobs were more interesting than mine. At some

point or other computers reared their ugly print heads.

Middlesex was not exactly at the cutting edge, but I do

recall using SYMAP (Synagraphic Mapping System),

which had been developed in the mid-1960s at Harvard

University. It hardly caused a ripple in my world at the

time, but there had already been a development that would

influence cartography massively later. Jack and Laura

Dangermond founded the Environmental Systems

Resource Institute (ESRI) in 1969 as a privately held

consulting group. The business began with $1,100 from

their personal savings and operated out of their home in

Redlands, California. This was soon to be the beginnings

Figure 1 Rotring and Letraset® days
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of the influence of GIS (Geographical Information

Systems), and we can now see a gradual move to

computers throughout the map-making industry in all its

branches.

Then in the 1980s the availability of graphic

software accelerated the change. Adobe Illustrator came

out in 1987, Aldus Freehand in 1988, and CorelDRAW

emerged in 1989. The latter was my graphic tool of choice

and has since remained so.

Changes
Around this time I went for editorial/compilation job at

Michelin, in the maps and guides section. Whether it was

my schoolboy French, my narrow cartographic experience,

or my portfolio that let me down, I will never know, but I

did not get the job for some reason. (So, sorry Roger

Anson, but I did try to fulfil your dream.) Sadly, by this

time, the Oxford Polytechnic cartography (now degree-

level) course had closed and we also saw the closure of

many of the traditional map publishing houses. At

Middlesex, I moved to graphic design work, and then

moved via web design to VLE (Virtual Learning

Environment) support (so, a job with no cartography). I

kept up my interest by reviewing maps for the Journal of
Maps, where, in fact, a geomorphology map of mine was

also published.

Hearing Steve Coast talk-up the prospect of a crowd-

sourced map of the world at the – by now name-changed –

Society of Cartographers Summer School at Cambridge in

2005, I had begun to realize that even more profound

changes were just around the virtual corner. I really did not

think this OpenStreetMap (OSM) idea had any mileage in

it, and put it to the back of my mind. With hindsight, I feel

that if you look back at the programme from that SoC

conference you may well agree with me that it showed real

prescience and that the Society had its finger on the carto-

pulse.

Sometime later, I happened to look at the OSM

coverage for my local area. Seeing it was very patchy and

knowing that I could actually do something about it, I

registered for an account and got my GPS (Global

Positioning System) device ready. At this time, there was a

lot of ‘virgin mapping’ to be done. Taking my GPS

everywhere, I started processing the track logs, tagging the

types of roads and paths, and adding names and details

recorded in the field. Figure 2 is a heat map of my OSM

contributions in the UK. It shows the amount of work

around London (where I live and work), reflects my love

of the Lake District, and indicates the huge amount of

work I did recording water features in the South-west of

England, Wales and the Isle of Lewis – this by tracing

detail from scanned and geo-rectified out-of-copyright

Ordnance Survey New Popular Edition maps. A zoomed-

out version of the map in Figure 2 would show large

amounts of work in Antigua and New Zealand (in both

cases because of trips there).

As I got more deeply involved in the OpenStreetMap

project, I started getting interested in how the resulting

map looked. This involved picking up new skills – such as

learning xml, postgis, Mapnik, and style sheets. I was

asked to work on rationalizing some of the features and

colour choices that were resulting from the burgeoning

map data collection feeding through to the displayed map.

There was an ethos in many of the OSM mappers of ‘let’s

put everything on the map’. As the chief maintainer of the

style sheet at this time, I had to work very hard, some have

said dictatorially, to keep some sort of visual logic to the

map. This was predominantly achieved by being rigorous

about what was actually added to the map style sheet, and,

in particular, at what zoom level they were first displayed

when they were added. For a long time, I used to get a lot

of pleasure whenever I saw the standard OSM map

(http://www.openstreetmap.org/) appear ‘in the wild’.

Neocartography
Meanwhile, other developments were leading to the

establishment of an idea that there was now a ‘new

cartography’ emerging. There were many catalysts to this,

including the availability of accurate consumer-level GPS

devices for gathering data; a gradual opening of

governmental data; and a range of software developments

– often outside of the mainstream of the commercial

market. So, Mapnik and Openlayers, and others of their ilk

Figure 2 Heat map of the author’s contributions to

OpenStreetMap in the British Isles
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in the open-source arena, were themselves becoming

agents of change. With the data and the tools available,

almost anyone could make their own maps, and started to

do so. There is a whole other discussion to be had on the

quality of some of these outputs. 

After a while the term ‘neocartography’ started to be

used. I recognized the trend that people were telling stories

with (and within) maps – Christian Nold’s Emotion Maps
being just one such example. In 2010, the ICA

(International Cartographic Association) decided to

propose the idea of creating a new Commission on

Neocartography. In January 2011, there was discussion at

the UKCC (UK Cartography Committee – the UK link to

the ICA) about this and I was asked to consider being

nominated as Chair. After thinking about it for a while, I

agreed, and the Commission was established at the ICA

General Assembly in Paris that year. 

The ICA Commission on Neocartography (see

http://neocartography.icaci.org/) has the mandate of

encouraging ‘a discipline to be established to study this
essentially undisciplined field of neocartography’. The

Commission tries to stimulate and bring together research

in this area. The aim is to ‘connect ICA and researchers
(and practitioners) involved in this new style of mapping
who are not currently interacting with the organization’. It

was hoped to develop a Commission that would seek

wider involvement from these cartographers – who may

not even think of themselves as such.

The Future
What of the future, for me, and for cartography? For me, it

is going full-circle. For a couple of years I have been

pursuing a detailed personal research quest, exploring the

Ordnance Survey six-inch-to-the-mile First Edition maps

produced from the 1850s onwards, with a colleague from

the university. Eventually this will be written up to become

a blockbuster book. I hope in some small way that my

actions over these years will leave some small legacy. The

book Cartography: A Reader, which Alex Kent and I

edited to commemorate the first 50 years of the Society of

Cartographers, expands on some of the topics outlined

here, as it contains some of the best articles from the

Society’s Bulletin, together with contextualizing essays

from Alex and myself.

And the future for cartography? It is always an

invidious task to be asked to predict the future, in any

field. Observing things that are happening today may give

us some idea of how cartography may develop though. Just

as an example, the company Telenav has a lot of GPS

traces. They are experimenting with processing all of those

into navigable information. If you take all the people

travelling on the freeway and nobody is turning left at an

intersection, there is probably a turn restriction there.

Whatever Google is working on can also be a pointer. As

part of the 50-year celebrations of the SoC, Google’s Chief

Technical Officer (CTO) Ed Parsons gave a talk at

University College London. From this, we learned that

Figure 3 The cover of the ‘SoC at 50’ book ‘Cartography: A Reader’, published in September, 2014
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Google’s Skybox and Project Tango will produce huge

amounts of mappable data, but how available will those

data be? 

What about drones? A colleague from BARSC (the

British Association of Remote Sensing Companies) said to

me recently that there has been huge increase in start-ups

in this field. Aside from dubious military and snooping

use, drones can be very useful for mapping buildings and

developments in urban areas (where aerospace restrictions

may be a factor) and in micro-agricultural monitoring.

Finally, I think that more and more cartography will

be moving to the cloud. Data storage is already there, and

increasingly mapping software and services are being

delivered from the cloud. Maybe, also, even more

commercial mapping companies will move to open-

sourcing their products. Both these possibilities have

implications for the business models of those involved.

Given those thoughts, what then should the Society

of Cartographers and its members be doing? I believe there

is a place for an organization such as this going forward,

but that it has to change both its make-up and its aims and

interactions.

I will leave you with a five-point manifesto. I believe

we/you should: roll with it; embrace the changes; talk to

the new cartographers; and work with the software

developers. But, most of all, be active in defining and in
defending the subject of cartography.

Notes
1. According to Answers.com (accessed 23/10/14),

‘Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln were Land
Surveyors and therefore intellectually and morally
superior to all other presidents’. (Question: Why were
Presidents Roosevelt, Jefferson, Washington and
Lincoln the four presidents chosen for the sculpture on
Mount Rushmore?)

2. Looking at the company website now, I see no staff I
recognize. In October, 2000, Lovell Johns became a
wholly owned subsidiary of Avusa Ltd, a South-
African-based media conglomerate quoted on the
Johannesburg stock exchange.

3. The four-colour theorem states that any map can be
coloured using four-colours in such a way that regions
sharing a common boundary (other than a single point)
do not share the same colour.
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